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EDITORIAL 

Now that we have introduced monthly thematic offerings of coins from our current 
inventory the NFA Journal will appear only twice yearly. This will enable us to include 
more articles and features of interest to the ancient coin collector, and we would like to 

encourage your active participation. If you would like to have your questions relating to 

Greek, Roman and Byzantine numismatics answered in print please forward them for 

consideration. If your collection contains any unpublished or highly unusual types or 

varieties please let us know. We will be happy to assist you in sharing your discovery 

with your fellow collectors. 
Following the success of our Summer Mail Bid Sale we are looking forward to our 

next major public auction which will probably be held in Beverly Hills in the spring of 

1987. If you have any choice items which you would like to consign please give us a call. 
Our sales have a world-wide reputation and are attended by many European as well as 
U.S. buyers, ensuring the best possible market price for our consignors. Our catalogues 

are also of a quality second to none. Incidentally, you may be interested to know that 
we attend most of the major U.S. and European auctions of ancient coins and numis- 
matic literature, and would be happy to examine lots prior to the sale and to execute 
bids on your behalf. Please contact Steve Rubinger or myself if you are interested in this 
service. 

We have received many inquiries regarding the publication date of the revised edition 
of my book “Byzantine Coins and Their Values.’’ The extensive work on this thorough 

revision was completed early this year, and our understanding was that a publication date 

in August or September had been scheduled. However, we have now been informed by 

the London publishers that due to technical difficulties with the typesetting there will 

be a six-month delay, and the book will not now appear before February of 1987. This 
is as frustrating for us as it is for you, but I hope you will all agree that the wait was 

worthwhile when you eventually receive the book. 

One of the greatest problems faced by the American collector of ancient coins is 

the difficulty of making contact with those who share a similar interest. The vastness of 

the country makes it inevitable that those with minority interests are very thinly spread, 

and I think we all know the frustration of not being able to find a kindred spirit with 
whom to discuss the niceties of Hellenistic portraiture or imperial titles in the Julio- 
Claudian period. Wishing to find an answer to this dilemma, I have considered the possi- 
bility of compiling a directory of ancient coin collectors, which could even be expanded 

to include those with an interest in Greek and Roman history who are not necessarily 
collectors but who share a common enthusiasm for the general subject. If you wish to 

participate in this venture please write me giving your name, address and telephone 

number, together with a brief description of your principal field of interest. Also, please 
ask anyone of your acquaintances with similar interests, no matter where they may live 

in the U.S., to do the same thing, especially if you think they may not receive the NFA 
Journal. All information will be kept in the strictest confidence, and if the results over 
the next few months are sufficiently encouraging I will use this data to bring together 

ancient collectors living in the same areas. Without being aware of it, you may even have 
a close neighbor who shares your interest, and it may be possible to start organizing local 

coin clubs in places where they have not previously existed. I think this idea is really 
worth a try and could be to everyone’s benefit. Let’s try and get it off the ground! 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

DRS 



AN ANONYMOUS 
CONSTANTINIAN COINAGE 

By S. Bendall 

In 1870 Dr. Missong published a fourth century anonymous silver coin. His conclu- 
sions, based on a feeling for style and historical probabilities, but without any historical 
evidence, was that the coin represented a pattern planchet which had escaped from the 

mint by chance and had been produced at the time of Julian II. 
While his conclusions have some validity, more recent discoveries have enabled a 

a more precise attribution to be made. 
Missong’s coin, in his own collection (no. 1), passed into the collection of 

Dr. Froehner, and later was sold by Messrs Spinks to a private English collector. This 
coin is illustrated in (fig. 1). A second, rather eroded coin was in the Vierordt Col- 

lection, passing into the Garrett Collection which recently passed through the sale room 
(fig. 2). The toning, corrosion and erosion of this coin is identical to that of the first 

coin and clearly shows that they must have been discovered together. Their description 
is as follows: 

Obv. — eight-pointed star 
Rev. — laurel wreath 

a. — Missong, Froehner and Private English Collector 1.43 gm. 
b. — Vierordt, Garrett Collections 1.23 gm. (badly eroded). 

If this were the only information available about this issue, speculation might be 
fruitless except that it might be thought that the escape of two pattern planchets from 

the mint was rather careless. 
Fortunately the discovery of a comparable bronze coin of the same design (fig. 3), 

enables us to make a considerable advance in the identification of this issue. The new 
coin has a diameter of 15 mm and weighs 1.01 gm. The existence of an accompanying 

bronze coin seems to place this whole issue on an official basis, even though shortlived 
and must dispel thoughts of it being a pattern. But when could these coins have been 

produced? 
It is obvious that the full weight of an undamaged silver piece would have been a 

little over 1.50 gm. The anonymity of the coins might point towards the nine-day inter- 
regnum between the death of Jovian and the elevation of Valentinian I, the only period 
during the fourth century when the Roman Empire was entirely rulerless. Such a coin 
would have probably been struck at Nicomedia or Nicaea and the short period involved 
would account for their rarity. However at this time the siliqua weighed, on average, 

c. 2.00 gm. and the AE 4 considerably more than 1.00 gm. In any case the neatness of 
flans, both silver and especially the bronze, are quite incompatible with a date after the 
middle of the fourth century. Certainly the coins are far too good to date at the end of 

the century when the weight of the siliqua had fallen to 1.50 gm. 
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We must look for a period when a silver coin weighing slightly over 1.50 gm. fits 
easily into a monetary system which also contains a small, neat AE weighing c. 1.00 gm. 

The years commencing A.D. 330 seem to fit the bill perfectly. The siliqua at this time 
weighted, on average, 3.00 gm. which would make these coins exactly the half denomi- 

nation. At this time also there exists a range of small AE 4 commemorating the founding 
of Constantinople which are of exactly the same weight and neat style (fig. 4). The 
clinching argument, in the estimation of the author, is that the star and wreath design 

of the new bronze coins is combined to form the reverse type of the Constantinople 
coin. Their similarity can be clearly seen in the enlarged photographs, even to the 

extent of the ends of the star’s rays ending in pellets, a feature which does not occur 
when the star is used as the reverse design of siliquae of Constantius Gallus and Julian II. 

It seems probable that these coins under consideration comprised a short-lived 

issue struck in Constantinople c. 330 A.D. 

(enlargement) ' (enlargement) 



AN EARLY IMPERIAL 
BRONZE HOARD 
FROM NAPLES 

By Robert D. H. Sallery ' 

A hoard of twelve early imperial bronzes has recently been retrieved from ‘‘a well” 
in the Naples area of Italy.2According to our source, through whom the coins were 

obtained, the coins ‘“‘were in a small jar at the time of their discovery.’ Unfortunately 

the jar or container has since been broken and scrapped. 

The distribution data for the coins is given in Table 1. Photographs are provided in 

Figures 1-12. 
Like many of the coins recovered in the Naples area, these specimens suffer from a 

certain amount of water corrosion. Nevertheless the coins are still above average in their 

general condition and in all cases the lettering relief remains very high, suggesting that 

the coins had a limited circulation life. The earliest definite date of their deposit would 
seem to be A.D. 42 or 43, depending on the final confirmation of the minting date for 
the Agrippinas. 

Given the absence of banks in the ancient world, people often buried or otherwise 

hid their coins for safe keeping. If no one else was in on the secret, the subsequent death 

or even forgetfulness of the owner could leave the coins hidden in situ until they were 

rediscovered some time, perhaps centuries, later. 

If we accept the information provided by our source, however, that these coins 

were found “‘in a jar, in a well’’, the theory of their burial for safe keeping becomes less 

appealing. Unless, of course, we assume that the owner had some way of recovering the 

coins as required. Such a method might have been a piece of leather, a string, or vine 

tied to the container, which subsequently broke. The other option is that the coins were 

a votive offering (i.e. something given in fulfillment of a vow). Such offerings to various 
deities were often made in Roman times and not infrequently in wells. Our source, 
when recontacted later, confirmed that the well in question had indeed, over the past 

couple of years, been the source of other coin finds, although usually individual pieces 

rather than groups or hoards such as the one under examination. 
Ten sestertii and two dupondii represented not an inconsiderable sum to be given 

up or lost, even in those days. It seems unlikely that whoever the original owner was, 

he (or she) was not from the poorer strata of society. 

| The author is a Permanent Representative of Canada to the United Nations Food and Agricultural 

Agencies in Rome, Italy. 

2 This hoard was apparently discovered in July/August 1985. 
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Coin Type 

AE Sestertius 

AE Sestertius 

AE Sestertii 

AE Sestertii 

AE Sestertii 

AE Sestertii 

AE Dupondii 

TABLE I. 

Emperor 

Caligula A.D. 37-41 

RIC 40, BMC p. 156 *, 
plate 28, 7, Cohen 2. 

Claudius A.D. 41-54 

RIC 1, 52, Legend E, 

BMC 187-189, Cohen 48. 

Claudius A.D. 41-54 

BMC 115, Cohen 39. 

Claudius A.D. 41-54 

RIC 99, BMC 124, 

Cohen 85. 

Agrippina (wife of Germanicus) 

(struck under Claudius) 

BMC 219, Cohen 3. 

Tiberius A.D. 14-37 
RIC 66, BMC 130, 

Cohen 67. 

Antonia (mother of Claudius) 

(struck under Claudius) 
RIC (Claudius) 92, BMC 166, 
Cohen 6. 

Number Mint/Date 

Rome A.D. 39-41 

Rome A.D. 42 

Rome A.D. 41 

Rome A.D. 41 

Rome A.D. 42/43 

Rome A.D. 36/37 

Rome A.D. 41 
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THE STONE OF EMESA 
ON A TETRADRACHM OF 
CARACALLA 

By David R. Sear 

Amongst the prolific issues of debased silver tetradrachms, struck by Caracalla in 
the closing years of his reign from a variety of eastern mints, there is a series attributed 
to the Syrian city of Emesa, birthplace of the emperor’s mother Julia Domna.! These 
are differentiated from the products of other mints by the addition of a small radiate 
bust of the sun-god between the eagle’s legs on the reverse. Emesa was the centre of a 
fanatical cult which worshipped the sun-god Elah-Gabal, Latanized to Elagabalus, the 
name given to the dissolute young emperor, formerly priest of the sun-god, who occu- 

pied the Roman throne from A.D. 218-222. 
The principal object of veneration in the cult of Elah-Gabal was the sacred black 

stone, or baetyl, which is represented on a number of local bronze issues of Emesa, 

from the reign of Antoninus Pius (A.D. 138-161) to that of Elagabalus. The latter even 

transported the holy object from Emesa to Rome, where it was enshrined on the 
Palatine with the Carthaginian Caelestis as its bride. The stone actually appears on the 

Roman coinage of Elagabalus, on gold and silver issues, where it is shown either as a 

main type, or mounted on the four-horse chariot by which it was transported to the 

capital. 
I am grateful to a Canadian collector for bringing to my attention an Emesan 

tetradrachm of Caracalla, issued between A.D. 215 and 217, which appears to have a 
minute representation of the stone of Emesa immediately before the bust of the sun-god 
on the reverse. The enlarged photographs seem to reveal quite conclusively that the 

object depicted is, indeed, of conical form, and it would be difficult to postulate any 
alternative interpretation. Most published examples of the Emesan tetradrachms of 
the reign of Caracalla do not seem to have this feature, though it is so inconspicuous 
to the naked eye that other specimens could have been overlooked. One of the pieces 

illustrated by Bellinger (plate XIV, 2), a coin issued in the name of Julia Domna, looks 

as though it may depict the stone of Elah-Gabal, and other examples will doubtless 

come to light now that this feature has been recognized. 

1 Alfred R. Bellinger ‘‘The Syrian Tetradrachms of Caracalla and Macrinus,’’ ANS NS 3, New York, 

1940, pp. 62-4, pl. XIV. 



(enlargements) 



BOOK REVIEWS 

LEO MILDENBERG, The Coinage of the Bar Kokhba War. 
Typos VI. Ed. Patricia Erhart Mottahedeh. Aarau: Verlag 
Sauerlaender, 1984. 396 pp., 44 pls., 17 figs. in text, 3 maps. 

The Coinage of the Bar Kokhba War is a monumental work. It is a die study of the 
entire Bar Kokhba coinage, incomplete only with respect to the medium bronzes of a 
secondary mint, and the author has aspired to list every extant specimen of the silver 

and large bronze denominations. The catalogue, over two hundred pages in length, 

records nearly 6800 coins, with a small group of forgeries at the end. The catalogue is a 
model of its kind: the individual examples are listed in order of striking insofar as pos- 
sible, and the decisive flaws or state of the die(s) are specified for virtually every die 
combination of the silver. (This was perhaps made easier by the fact that the practice of 

overstriking caused rapid deterioration of the reverse dies so that the series is character- 

ized by an unusually high ratio of reverse to obverse dies.) 
Each die combination (including the forgeries) is illustrated in plates of superb 

quality. A clever innovation is the use of arrows in the plates to direct the user to 
distant die links. The numerous and complex linkages are schematized in tables follow- 
ing the catalogue. Another set of tables presents all the legends and variants found on 

the coins, reproducing the actual appearance of the Palaeo-Hebrew script. This is a boon 

for users of the book who may not be able to read modern printed Hebrew, as is the 

accompanying table of letter forms with their names, modern Hebrew equivalents and 

values in English transliteration. With these tools and a modicum of patience, even a 
nonspecialist can determine precisely where virtually any Second Revolt coin fits into 

the structure of the Bar Kokhba coinage. 

It is apparent from his commentary that Mildenberg intended his magnum opus to 

be used by historians as well as by numismatists. This first chapter is an explanation of 
numismatic methodology — the interpretation of die links and flan defects — that at 
first glance appears superfluous reading for the numismatically knowledgeable. In fact it 

contains an interesting discussion of the problems faced by the author when his subject 

expanded explosively through the rapid discovery of Bar Kokhba hoards that followed 

the Israeli occupation of the West Bank in 1967. In the absence of hoard reports he had 
to piece together his own, and a valuable catalogue of 29 hoards containing Bar Kokhba 

coins can be found on pp. 54-57. As a result of this work Mildenberg is able to define 
the heartland of Bar Kokhba’s renascent Jewish state: the fertile, hilly region of Judaea 
west of the Jerusalem-Beersheba road. This finding corresponds well with the place 

names mentioned in the Judaean Desert documents, though these combined with the 
find spots of the documents themselves indicate that Bar Kokhba’s domain extended 

eastward to the Dead Sea. He never controlled the coastal plain, Samaria, or (according 

to Mildenberg) Jerusalem itself, for the Roman presence was too strong in these places. 
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Because the Judaean Desert documents contain at least a part of the official ar- 

chives of the Bar Kokhba government, they constitute a precious supplement to the his- 

torical evidence provided by the coinage. Land leases and bills of sale on the one hand, 

and the ample supply of silver on the other, point to a free and prosperous Jewish 
peasantry — beneficiary of Hadrian’s pro-agricultural policies — as the basis of the re- 
volt. The coinage names Shim’on, Prince of Israel, only on large and medium bronzes of 
Year One, whereas the Judaean Desert documents confirm that he used the same title 

for the duration of the revolt. Furthermore they supply his actual patronymic, Shim’on 

ben Kosiba — Bar Kokhba (‘‘son of the star’’) being a messianic pun derived from rab- 

binical texts. Unfortunately the Judaean Desert documents do not clarify the identity 
of Ele’azar the priest, named on denarii of Year One and on small bronzes throughout 

the war. 

Mildenberg helpfully reviews the literary sources pertaining to the war, both Jewish 

and Roman, finding their chief contribution to be their confirmation of the real gravity 

of the Jewish revolt. He notes that Hadrian, a generally benevolent and enlightened 

emperor, did not allude to the Jewish revolt or its suppression on his Roman coinage. 

While this observation perhaps overlooks the subtle implications of such types as 
TELLVS STABIL and Felicitas with attributes of Pax for A.D. 133, LIBERTAS 
PVBLICA, VICTORIA AVG, and PAX AVG for A.D. 135, and the Victory-Nemesis 

of A.D. 136, Mildenberg’s conclusion that Hadrian must have regarded the revolt as a 

personal affront after his pointed attention to the provinces is surely on the mark. More 
controversial is Mildenberg’s attempt to date Hadrian’s ADVENTVI and Province coin- 
ages to the period before the revolt, for it contradicts the opinion of distinguished 
Roman numismatists, most recently P.V. Hill, whose chronology is based upon the same 
sorts of technical criteria that Mildenberg employed in putting together his catalogue 
(see The Undated Coins of Rome, p. 69). Mildenberg also surveys Hadrian’s eastern 

coinages for Judaea, Palestine, and Phoenicia. 
The author’s discussion of the Bar Kokhba coinage, its symbolism, and historical 

significance is comprehensive. Consequently it includes much that is familiar, either 
from other writers or from his own lectures and previous publications. I shall restrict 

myself to mentioning only a few aspects that struck me as new, controversial, or par- 

ticularly intriguing. Many dies of the Bar Kokhba coinage are such close copies of one 

another that they are tricky to distinguish. Mildenberg attributes the similarities to the 

lack of imagination of the ‘‘simple Jewish craftsmen” who cut the dies; I wonder 

if hubbing might not have been employed to meet the imperative demand for fresh 

reverse dies. In other respects the mint was technically innovative, according to 

Mildenberg’s reconstruction: the use of collars to preserve the regular shape of the flans 
during both hammering and striking demonstrates the independence of the Bar Kokhba 

coining operations from the mints already existing in the region. The currency of the 

revived Jewish state was surprisingly extensive and was issued from two mints, the lesser 

of which produced barbarous-looking coins with blundered legends. The die links among 

these ‘“‘irregular’’ pieces, proving them to be the emissions of a legitimate, continuously 

operating mint, surfaced only in the E] Fawar hoard of 1978. The Bar Kokhba coinage 

has experienced a high survival rate that, together with the prevalence of hoards, may be 

attributable to the necessity to hide this Jewish national currency after the collapse of 
the government that produced it, for, from the Roman point of view, it was proof of 

treason. 



It was interesting to learn that the denarius and small bronze series share the same 

initial obverse die, and that the small bronzes are thus shown to have been inaugurated 

first. The undertypes of the Bar Kokhba silver are mostly Trajanic: for some unknown 
reason Hadrian’s silver was rarely overstruck, though his Gaza coinage was a major 

source of medium bronze flans. Appropriate flans for the large bronze denomination 

were not readily available, leading Mildenberg to speculate on the motives for its pro- 

duction; but I was not convinced by his suggestion that the rebels may have wished to 
match the medallic impact of the Roman sestertius. The fact that the Bar Kokhba mint 

overstruck plated coins shows that neither the purity of the coinage nor its metrology 

was a subject for administrative control. I cannot agree, however, with Mildenberg’s 

extrapolation that the rebels were simply indifferent to such questions: this is some- 
thing we cannot deduce from the coinage alone. But perhaps we should be grateful 
that this encyclopedic study has left a few loose ends or unanswered questions for the 

next generation to grapple with. 

The section on the coin types is greatly enhanced by text figures reproducing 

wonderful comparanda from other, approximately contemporary forms of Jewish art 
—murals, architectural sculpture, gold glass, and even an oil lamp. A bronze portrait 

statue of Hadrian found in Israel is also fittingly reproduced, along with a portion of 
a wooden letter from Bar Kokhba to two of his functionaries. I only wish that even 

more of the Judaean Desert documents could have been illustrated in this so-relevant 
context. 

The Coinage of the Bar Kokhba War was originally written in German. I applaud 
the decision to publish it in English, for it is thus accessible to a far wider readership and 
in particular to its natural Jewish constituency, resident mainly in the United States and 
Israel. The study immediately takes its place among the indispensable numismatic 
reference works. It is, on the one hand, a learned book, with full scholarly apparatus, 
including (in addition to the features already mentioned) a select bibliography, an index 
of specimens by collection, and a general index that I have found very effective in 
directing me to specific bits of information. But Mildenberg’s approach is so broad, his 
attitude so humane and genial, that The Coinage of the Bar Kokhba War will be reward- 
ing to all collectors of Jewish coins and indeed, I should think, to all lovers of Judaica. 

Catharine C. Lorber 



BOOK REVIEWS 

Greek Imperial Countermarks: Studies in the Provincial 

Coinage of the Roman Empire. By C.J. HOWGEGO. Royal 
Numismatic Society, Special Publication 17, London, 1985. 
(Price $60.00) 

This latest major study of Greek imperial coinage is as complex as its subject, 

detailed and sometimes technical, but destined to become a standard reference work. 

Its conclusions can be summarized: ‘“‘If one is to look for a general explanation for the 

prevalence of countermarks on Greek Imperial coins, it is surely to be found in the need 

to regulate a complex coinage which was issued independently and irregularly by over 

$00 different authorities over a period of three centuries” (p. 16). The author notes 
that countermarks were not employed in contexts where the coinage was orderly, such 

as Roman Egypt or the Roman imperial coinage after the first century. 
It is not until his last chapter that Howgego surveys the context in which counter- 

marks were most frequently used: Greek imperial coinage. This is a most useful summary, 

drawing on papers presented at the International Numismatic Congress for Greek 

Imperials (Jerusalem, 1983), whose proceedings are yet to be published. The primary 
function of Greek imperial, Roman colonial and pseudoautonomous bronze coinages 

was the provision of small change in regions where the imperial bronze coinage— 
essentially a western currency—scarcely penetrated. Production was sporadic and was 

probably based primarily upon public need, sometimes aggravated by the special circum- 

stances such as games, religious festivals, imperial visits or the passage of armies, which 

have often been cited as occasions for the issue of coinage. Certain matters of civic 
pride—anniversaries, games, new temples, or homonoia arrangements with other cities— 

may occasionally have been commemorated on coinage irrespective of actual public 
need. However the occurrence of countermarks suggests that the supply of bronze coin 

was Often inadequate. 
Howgego’s discussion of the authorization process is especially valuable because it 

cites the literary and epigraphic as well as numismatic evidence that pertains to this 

perplexing question. Apparently there was no local magistracy charged with the super- 
vision of the currency supply; the magistrates recorded on Greek imperial coins may 

often be eponymous magistrates whose names are equivalent to dates. The issue of 

coinage began with a proposal to the civic or provincial senate. In some cases imperial 

permission had to be obtained, and the emperor also had the prerogative of suspending 

a city’s coinage; but in general Howgego accepts the traditional view of the Greek 

imperial coinage as locally authorized. Issues of bronze coinage were perhaps financed 

to some degree by wealthy individuals as a philotimia or ostentatious public benefaction, 

and the irregular production may be explained in part by the reluctance of citizens to 



assume this burden. Indeed, the decline of the decurial class and its gradual absorption 

into the imperial bureaucracy must be one of the factors contributing to the demise 

of the Greek imperial coinage in the third quarter of the third century. The issuing 
authority, whether civic or provincial, is thought to have profited from the act of 

coining, especially as eastern denominations were usually lighter than their western 

imperial counterparts. In addition, certain transactions were legally restricted to either 

silver or bronze currency, and cities held the monopoly on exchange, which might be 

sold or leased out to a private entrepreneur to enhance civic revenues. 

Howgego minimizes the significance of Konrad Kraft’s discovery of widespread die 
linking in the Greek imperial coinage of Asia Minor and his demonstration that several 

centralized workshops were probably responsible for the production of dies for the 
surrounding regions. Although noting that such workshops might be explained as either 

state activity or private enterprise, and mentioning the possibility that they could have 

struck coins as well as engraving dies, Howgego prefers to regard them as nothing more 
than instances of the centralization of a specialized craft (i.e. die cutting). Actual coin 

production he envisions in terms of ad hoc local minting operations manned by slaves 

temporarily diverted from their regular occupations. He thus leaves virtually unexplored 
the possibility that Kraft’s workshops might have functioned as centers for the regulation 
of Greek imperial coinage, a question that has recently interested the reviewer. 

The countermarks themselves are treated in general terms in the book’s first chapter. 

The authorities who applied them were usually either officially Roman (a legion or pro- 

vincial governor) or, more frequently, cities. Examples of coordinated countermarks 
at different cities suggest the oversight of the Roman provincial administration; the 

most telling instance is the widespread application of denominational countermarks in 

Asia Minor in the third century. Denominational countermarks, in fact, receive the 

fullest treatment from Howgego, perhaps simply because they are most susceptible of 
explanation. They might be used to establish the value of worn coins or to bring older 
coins into relation with newer ones. In Asia Minor after A.D. 250 denominational 
countermarks began to be widely applied to coins from different mints—so much so 
that the actual place of application is often uncertain. This development is probably to 
be associated with the debasement of the imperial silver, requiring the (frequent) 
retariffing of bronze coins. As bronze became increasingly acceptable as currency, it 
circulated more widely; yet the heightened demand occurred just as inflation made it 
increasingly unattractive for either local governments or individuals to undertake the 
production of new coinage. Countermarking existing coins was thus a practical and in- 
expensive alternative. By the end of the reign of Gallienus only Cyzicus and the cities 
of southern Asia Minor (Pamphylia and Pisidia) were still striking coins. Soon, even 

they succumbed to competition from the Roman imperial coinage, which had degen- 
erated into small change in bronze and was now produced from a variety of mints, 
some in the east. Thus the efflorescence of denominational countermarks should be 
viewed as an aspect of the collapse of the Greek imperial coinage. 

Other sorts of countermarks, whose use decreased with the rise of the denomina- 

tional variety, are both more obscure in function and more varied in behavior. They 

were used to equate foreign coins to local coins; to claim foreign coins for nonminting 

cities; to equate old coins to a newer issue; to regulate older coinage after a city had 

ceased minting, either temporarily or permanently; or to revalidate worn coins. In rare 

instances, countermarks converted coins to tokens, but Howgego emphasizes that most 
countermarked coins continued to circulate freely, including those with legionary 

countermarks. Other forms of demonetization have not been convincingly linked with 
countermarks on Greek imperial coins. Though it is clear that coins were carefully 

selected for countermarking, it is not always possible to ascertain the reasons that 



underlay the manifest criteria. Specific occasions for countermarking are also hard to 

identify, but the list includes imperial visits, military victories, changes in imperial 
titulature, the death of an emperor, changes in civic title or status, and celebration 

of games. Countermarks did not always involve changes in the data recorded on the 

coinage, and they could be applied quite soon after the coins were issued. 

The heart of this study is its catalogue of countermarks. Of more than 850 counter- 
marks, all but 24 are illustrated in surprisingly satisfactory manner—that is to say, both 

the specimens and the plates are of good quality. The catalogue is arranced typologi- 

cally to facilitate identification in the field, and areas of possible confusion are drawn 
to the user’s attention. These features alone insure that this will become a standard 
reference for dealers and collectors of Greek imperials. Each entry represents a counter- 
mark applied at a single place over a short period of time, as opposed to a single counter- 

marked coin. Because the catalogue is based on examination of nearly 10,000 coins, 
the information in the entries is necessarily extremely abbreviated, and the user who 
wants to derive more than a catalogue reference number will have to consult the explan- 

atory paragraphs that precede the catalogue in order to decipher the entries. The data 

provided include a description of the countermark; the manner and position of its 

application; the number of specimens upon which the entry is based; the mint(s) and/ 

or series of the coins countermarked, with totals for each; the place where the counter- 
marking occurred; the dates (i.e., emperors) of the coins countermarked, subdivided by 

mint and again with totals; the catalogue numbers of other countermarks applied to 

the same coins, with number of specimens showing each combination; location of 

specimens (at least one example per mint); and commentary. The latter may explicate 

the possible significance of the countermark type, point out related countermarks, 

or propose the date and circumstances of application; typically, the fullest discussions 

concern the legionary and denominational countermarks. Weights and diameters (pre- 

sented as range, mean and standard deviation) are provided for the denominational 

countermark entries almost exclusively. 

Greek Imperial Countermarks in addition contains three chapters devoted to 

specialized topics. ‘““‘Bronze Coins and the Army” argues that though silver was the 
primary means of military finance, soldiers must have needed bronze coin for daily 
transactions and may well have withdrawn portions of their pay, which was normally 
kept on deposit, in that form. In the East legionary countermarks were normally applied 
to only one size of coin, perhaps implying a denominational function, and serve to 

identify which series were most used by the army: these turn out to be the SC series 
minted at Antioch; the Tiberian dupondii with caduceus between crossed cornucopiae 

(probably to be associated with the eastern expedition of Germanicus); and the Judaea 

Capta series. Except for Cappadocian Caesareia, cities fo not appear to have struck their 

civic coinage for purposes of military finance, though the presence of any army nearby 

may indeed have stimulated the production of local coinage. Both legionary counter- 

marks and the issue of the Antiochene SC series ceased after the reign of Marcus Aurelius, 

indicating that bronze currency was officially replaced by silver for military uses. The 
large-scale movement of bronze coin occasioned by Caracalla’s eastern campaign shows 

that the practicalities were somewhat different. 
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The chapter entitled ‘‘Coin Circulation and the Movement of People” is based on 
the perception that coins with the same countermark are in some respects equivalent 

to a hoard, since all were once present in the same place at the same time. Excavations 

have shown that about half the bronze coins in any Asia Minor city were of foreign 
origin, yet countermarking was generally confined to local issues until A.D. 250. Thus 

it is only after that date that countermarks become revelatory of patterns of circulation. 
The bulk of the chapter comprises commentary on 30 maps showing the findspots of 

selected countermarks. Their ranges are compared with the areas of operation of con- 

temporary die workshops as defined by Kraft; with homonoia ties; and with the literary 

and epigraphic records of intercivic relationships. The overlap is substantial, demon- 

strating the validity of these various indicators. Yet the yield is perhaps disappointing, 
since the majority of the maps point up close economic relations between Ionia and 

Lydia, or among Lycia, Pisidia and Pamphylia—regions whose cultural affinities are 
already well recognized. 

‘‘Metrology and Inflation”’’ addresses the gradual Romanization of standards in the 
East, culminating in the complete replacement of the Greek system by the Roman. 
Weight standards were regional and declined at different rates, but there seems to have 

been a general deterioration under Marcus Aurelius and Commodus, followed by sta- 

bility for the first half of the third century. The economic crisis under Valerian and 
Gallienus is evinced in the doubling in value of coins at many cities. By the 270s Greek 
imperial coins had been removed from circulation in the form of large hoards, though 

they survived a bit longer in Pamphylia and Pisidia, a circumstance suggesting that 

military insecurity was more important than inflation in wrecking the Greek imperial 

currency. Appended to this chapter are tables of weight standards for various eastern 

bronze coinages, derived from countermarks and intended to supersede the similar 

tables prepared by Callu. 
Howgego’s book is a rich resource and will doubtless be indispensable to scholars 

of Greek imperial coinage for a long time to come. It should be acquired wherever 
Greek imperial coins are catalogued professionally. But I fear that the combination of 
high price and frequently daunting content will discourage all but the most avid 

amateurs. 

Catharine C. Lorber 



Ancient Coinage 

Cover coins 

(Numbers 54 and 55 in the catalogue) 

The two very rare denarii illustrated on the cover are among the only tangible evidence 

of the three week reign of the Gordiani. The elder Gordian had held several high public 
offices and was newly appointed proconsul of Africa when a revolt of the landowning 

gentry broke out against the emperor Maximinus. With a good deal of pressure, Gordian 
was persuaded to assume the purple (March 22, 238). As he was over eighty years of age 
and hardly fit to rule unaided, he immediately raised his son to the rank of co-emperor. 

But before confirmation of their claim and physical support could arrive from Rome, 

the Numidian governor Capellianus, remaining loyal to Maximinus, marched on the 

capital at Carthage. The undisciplined mob which constituted the defending army was 

easily defeated. The younger Gordian was killed in the slaughter and, upon hearing the 

news of the disaster, the elder Gordian took his own life (April 12, 238). Although the 

reign of the Gordiani was incredibly brief, their coinage shows no evidence of hasty 

execution. This is perhaps an indication that the conspiracy against Maximinus was 

brewing for some time, and that dies had been cut well in advance of the actual revolt. 

The coinage of father and son often have identical obverse legends. In addition, there is 

a certain family resemblance in their portraits. Yet it isnot difficult to distinguish between 

the two. The elder Gordian has thin features with hair extending low on the forehead, 

while the younger Gordian is somewhat chubbier with a bald forehead. 

Cable Address: 

NUMISARTS, BEVERLY HILLS 

TERMS OF BUSINESS 

All of the coins for sale in this catalogue are guaranteed to be genuine and as described. 

Orders with accompanying payments are preferred, and postal charges will not be affixed 

to all such orders over $100.00 (orders for less than this amount, please add $1.00 for 
postage and handling). All approved orders will be charged exact postage and insurance 

costs. All orders may be returned within seven (7) days of arrival if not entirely satisfactory. 

All goods delivered within the State of California are subject to the 62 percent sales tax. 
Foreign residents, please render payment in U.S. dollars (check drawn on a U.S. bank) 

whenever possible. 

As most coins are one of a kind, a list of alternate choices is recommended. Please note 

that illustrations are not always according to scale. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

cuir. = cuirassed i = left 
diad. = diademed laur. = laureate 

dr. = draped p. = page 

ox = exergue if = right 

gl. cr. = globus cruciger rad. = radiate 

hd. = head stg. = standing 



10. 

GREEK COINS 

CALABRIA, Tarentum, circa 281-272 B.C., AR didrachm (6.30 gm.). Nude jockey 
on horseback r., crowning prancing mount, I 2 in upper l. field, NET/MH under 
horse’s belly/TAPA*S, nude Taras astride dolphin 1., holding helmet, MOAT in 
upper r. field, stars in l. and r. field. Vlasto 739ff. Evans VII, Type C3. Very fine. 

SICILY, Naxos, circa 461-430 B.C., AR hemilitron (0.23 gm.). Ivy-wreathed hd. of 

bearded Dionysus r./Cantharus surrounded by six pellets. Cahn 97 (V64/R79). 

Rare. Very fine. 

——, Selinus, circa 520-490 B.C., AR didrachm (8.74 gm.). Selinon leaf/Square 
incuse subdivided into eight triangles with rough surfaces, alternately raised and 

sunk. SNG ANS 674. Soft strike. Very fine plus. 

——, Syracuse, circa 344-317 B.C., AR 2% litrae (1.93 gm.). ©>YPAK O LI, hd. of 

Pallas Athena three quarters |., wearing necklace and triple-crested Phrygian helmet, 

three dolphins around/Nude horseman with hair in krobylos on horse walking r., 

star and horizontal barley ear behind, N under horse. BMC 281. Head pl. vi, 13. 

Attractive. Very fine plus. 

Siculo-Punic Coinage, Rash Melgart, circa 315-310 B.C., AR tetradrachm (17.12 gm.). 

Fast quadriga r., above Nike flying 1. to crown charioteer, [7 P$114 ] in ex./Hd. 
of Arethusa r., three dolphins around. Jenkins, SNR 50 (1971), 53 (018/41), same 
dies. Very fine/about extremely fine. 

BLACK SEA REGION, Odessus, late second century B.C., AR tetradrachm in the 

name of Alexander the Great (15.81 gm.). Hd. of young Heracles r. (with features 
of a local ruler?) in lion skin headdress with dotted texture/[BJALTIAEQ® (onr.), 

[AJAEZANAPOY (on l.), Zeus enthroned 1., holding eagle and sceptre, OE in l. 

field, al under throne. Price, NC 1968, pl. ii, 15. Muller 420. 

Overstruck ona Thasos tetradrachm. About very fine. 

MACEDON, Amphipolis, circa 410-357 B.C., AR obol (0.61 gm.). Hd. of Strymon 

(?) r., wearing taenia/A —M—®~—I clockwise around dolphin r. downwards, all within 

square incuse with linear square border. BMC 10. Rare. About extremely fine. 

KINGDOM OF MACEDON, Philip II, 359-336 B.C., AR tetradrachm (14.20 gm.). 
Amphipolis, circa 323/2-circa 316/5 B.C. Laureate hd. of Zeus r./@IAIN-MOT, 
nude jockey on horseback r., holding palm, Ff" under horse’s raised foreleg, aphla- 

ston under belly. Le Rider pl. 46, 17, same dies. Muller 117. Extremely fine. 

——, Alexander III the Great, 336-323 B.C., AR tetradrachm (17.10 gm.). Babylon, 

early posthumous issue. Hd. of young Heracles r. in lion skin headdress/BALIAE 
QE (in ex.), AAEZANAPOYT (onr.), Zeus enthroned |., holding eagle and sceptre, 

metropolis monogram f¥P in wreath in |. field, H under throne. SNG Berry 289. 
Muller 714. Light graffiti in rev. field. Extremely fine. 

——, Philip III, 323-316 B.C., AR tetradrachm (17.01 gm.). Babylon, circa 320-317 

B.C. Hd. of young Heracles r. in lion skin headdress/[BJAZTIAEQ® (in ex.), ®IAITI 

mov (on r.), Zeus enthroned 1., holding eagle and sceptre, facing hd. of Helios in r. 

field, KY under throne. Jenkins, MN 9, p. 23, pl. iii, 2. About extremely fine. 

ATTICA, Athens, circa 430-415 B.C., AR tetradrachm (17.14 gm.). Helmeted hd. of 

Athena r./A@E, owl standing r., olive spray and crescent moon behind, Starr pl. 

RAIL Ai- 4s About extremely fine. 
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AEGINA, circa 560-550 B.C., AR stater (12.16 gm.). Sea turtle/Square incuse with 

irregular pattern of crisscross lines. Asyut Group I. 

Rare. One of the earliest issues of the mint. Very fine plus. 

We gratefully acknowledge the help of Dr. Leslie Beer with the chronology of Aegina. 

CORINTH, circa 530-515 B.C., AR stater (8.28 gm.). Pegasus with curved wing 
prancing |., f below/Swastika incuse. Close to Ravel 52. Rare. About very fine. 

——, circa 515 B.C., AR stater (8.42 gm.). Pegasus with curved wing flying r., ¥ 

below/Helmeted hd. of Athena r. in shallow incuse square with linear square border. 
Ravel 96 (P66/T68), same dies. 

One of the earliest Athena hd. staters. Very fine plus. 

ROMAN PROVINCE OF ASIA, Pergamum, circa 88-85 B.C., AR cistophoric tetra- 

drachm (12.53 gm.). Serpent emerging from cista mystica, Dionysiac wreath of ivy 

and fruit around/Bowcase between two serpents, Pergamene monogram TIE on l., 
Ap above prytaneis monogram ry between hds., serpent-entwined thyrsus on r. 

Kleiner, MN 23, 27, Pinder 104. Extremely fine. 

AEOLIS, Myrina, circa 155-150 B.C., AR tetradrachm (16.66 gm.). Laureate hd. of 

Apollo r./MYPINAIQN, Apollo standing r., holding phiale and filleted branch, 

omphalos and amphora at feet, ME over AE over 4 in 1. field, all within laurel 
wreath. Sacks, MN 30, 30.56, same obv. die. Very fine plus. 

IONIA, Heraclea, circa 160-150 B.C., AR tetradrachm (16.39 gm.). Helmeted hd. of 

Athena Parthenos r./HPAKAEQT®QN above horizontal club, below owl r. between 

AYand Ae, all within oak wreath. SNG von Aulock 1976. Very fine plus. 

CARIAN DYNASTS, Pixodarus, 340-334 B.C., AR didrachm (6.98 gm.). Laureate 
hd. of Apollo three quarters r./NIZQAAPOT, Zeus Labraundeus standing r., hold- 

ing double-bladed axe and lotus-tipped sceptre. Pers. ach. 417, pl. x, 15. 
Superb. 

CARIAN ISLANDS, Rhodes, circa 304-167 B.C., AR didrachm (6.85 gm.). Radiate 

hd. of Helios three quarters r./Q—0O flanking rose with bud onr., Nike symbol on 1., 
magistrate’s name MNALIMAXOYT above. BMC 145-146. Very fine plus. 

PAMPHYLIA, Side, 191/0 B.C., AR tetradrachm (15.80 gm). Hd. of Athena r. in 
crested Corinthian helmet/KAE—YX, Nike advancing |., holding wreath and end of 

garment, pomegranate in 1. field. SNG von Aulock 4797. Seyrig, RN 1863, pl. vi, 9 
(and p. 60 for date). Extremely fine plus. 

SELEUCID KINGDOM, Alexander I Balas, 150-145 B.C., AR tetradrachm (16.72 

gm.). Antioch. Diademed hd. of Alexander I r., fillet border/[BJADTIAEQZ/[AJA 

EZANAPOYT (on r.), QOEONATOPOL/[E]TEPLFETOYT (on 1.), Zeus enthroned 1., 
holding Nike and sceptre, FP in ex. SMA 167. Very fine. 

—— —— —~—, AR tetradrachm (14.15 gm.). Berytus, 147/6 B.C. Diademed hd. of 

Alexander I r., fillet border/AAEZANAPOT-[BAZL]JIAEQ®, eagle standing l., 
=P over A in 1. field, trident in r. field. Cf. Houghton, ACNAC 4, 706-707 

(different dates). Extremely fine. 

——, Demetrius II Nicator, 145-140 B.C., AR tetradrachm (14.12 gm.). Sidon, 
143/2 B.C. Diademed and draped bust of Demetrius II r.,AHMHTPIOT—BALIAE 

[2], eagle sanding |., palm over far shoulder, OP over WV in |. field, SIAN over 

aphlaston in r. field, P between legs. Rois de Syrie 973. Extremely fine plus. 
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BACTRIAN KINGDOM, Eucratides, circa 171-135 B.C., AR tetradrachm (16.61 

gm.). Merv. Helmeted and draped bust of Eucratides r., fillet border/BALTIAEQL 

METAAOT EYTKPATIAOT, Dioscuri on horseback r., holding palms and spears, 

below horses. Mitchiner I, 176b. Extremely fine. 

SASANIAN EMPIRE, Varhran II, A.D. 276-293, AR dirhem (4.37 gm.). Jugate 
busts r. of king and queen, wearing curled cap and boar-headed crown respectively , 

confronting bust of prince |., wearing eagle-head crown and holding diadem/Fire 

altar between king on I. and prince on r. Gob] x/3. Rare. Fleur de coin. 

PTOLEMAIC EGYPT, Ptolemy III, 246-221 B.C., AR tetradrachm (14.06 gm.). 
Diademed hd. of Ptolemy I r., wearing aegis/ITOAEMAIOT—ZQTHPOSY, eagle 

standing |. on thunderbolt, cornucopiae in 1. field. SNG Berry 1486, this coin. 
Svoronos 1001. Extremely fine. 

——, Ptolemy IV, 221-204 B.C., AE 35 mm. (38.65 gm.). Diademed and horned hd. 

of Zeus Ammonr./NTOAEMAIOYT—BAZIAEQ®, eagle standing |. on thunderbolt, 
filleted cornucopiae in |. field, Al between legs. SNG Copenhagen 202. Svoronos 
aT. Dark green patina. Extremely fine. 

—— —— ——, AE 35 mm. (39.56 gm.). As preceding. 
Dark green patina. Very fine plus. 
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ROMAN AND BYZANTINE COINS 

Julius Caesar, 47-46 B.C., AR denarius (3.85 gm.). Africa. Diademed hd. of Venus 

r./CAESAR, Aeneas advancing |., carrying Palladium and Anchises. Crawford 458/1. 

Fleur de coin. 

——, 46-45 B.C., AR denarius (4.02 gm.). Spanish mint. Diademed hd. of Venus r., 

Cupid behind/[CA]ESAR, trophy flanked by captives. Crawford 468/1. 
Extremely fine. 

Marc Antony and Octavian, 41 B.C., AR denarius (3.91 gm.). Antony’s camp mint. 

Moneyer: M. Barbatius. M-ANT-IM?-A’G-III-VIR-R-P-C-M-BARBAT-Q-P, hd. of M. 

Antony r./CAESAR-IMP-PONT-III-VIR-R-P-C-, hd, of Octavian r. Crawford 517/2. 

BMC 100. Sydenham 1181. Superb. 

Octavian, as triumvir, 43-27 B.C., AE 31 mm, (18.98 gm.). Italy, circa 38 B.C. 

CAESAR DIVI F, bare hd. of Octavian r./DIVOS IVLIVS, wreathed hd. of Caesar 

r. Crawford 535/1. Dark green patina. Very fine plus. 

—— —-—, AR denarius (3.58 gm.). Italian mint, circa 32-29 B.C. Diademed hd. of 

Venus r./CAESAR—DIVI [F], Octavian in military attire advancing l., extending 

r. hand and holding transverse spear. RIC 251. BMC 609. Extremely fine. 

Otho, A.D. 69, AR denarius (3.27 gm.). Rome. [IMP] M OTHO CAESAR AVG 

TR P, bare hd. of Otho r./SECV[RITAS] P R, Securitas standing l., holding wreath 

and sceptre. RIC 8. BMC 18, Extremely fine plus. 
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Divus Vespasianus, f A.D. 79, AR denarius (3.51 gm.). Rome, A.D. 80-81. DIVVS 

AVGVSTVS VESPASIANVS, laureate hd. of Divus Vespasianus r./E—X/S C, shield 
resting against cippus on which urn, laurel branches on either side. RIC 62, pl. iii, 
$3. Cohen 149, Extremely fine. 

Domitian, A.D. 81-96, NV aureus (7.60 gm.). Rome, A.D. 88-89. DOMITIANVS 

AVGVSTVS, laureate hd. of Domitian r./GERMANICVS (around), COS XIIII (in 

ex.), Domitian in quadriga |. RIC 128. Cohen 146. Rare. Very fine plus. 

——, AR denarius (3.20 gm.). Rome, A.D. 90. IMP CAES DOMIT AVG-—GERM 
PM TR P VIIII, laureate hd. of Domitian r./IMP X XI COS XV CENS P P, Minerva 

standing |., holding spear. RIC 150. Cohen 259. Toned. Very fine. 

Anonymous, A.D. 81-161, AE quadrans (2.81 gm.). Rome. Helmeted and cuirassed 

bust of Mars r./S—C, cuirass. RIC 19. Cf. Cohen 26-27. Extremely fine. 

Nerva, A.D. 96-98, AR denarius (3.36 gm.). Rome, A.D. 98. IMP NERVA CAES 

AVG GERM PM TR P Il, laureate hd. of Nerva r./IMP II—COS IIII P P, Libertas 
standing |., holding pileus and sceptre. RIC 43. Cohen 89. Scarce. Very fine plus. 

Trajan, A.D. 98-117, AR denarius (3.49 gm.). Rome, A.D. 107, decennalian issue. 
IMP TRAIANO AVG GER DAC PM TR P COS V P P, laureate hd. of Trajan r. 

with draped 1. shoulder/S P Q R OPTIMO-—PRINCIPI, Ceres standing |., holding 

grain ears and torch. RIC 151. Hill 295. Cohen 366. Extremely fine/very fine. 

Hadrian, A.D. 117-138, AE as (10.81 gm.). Rome, A.D. 128, issue 16. HADRI 

ANVS-—AVGVSTVS P P, laureate bust of Hadrian r. with draped 1. shoulder/COS— 
III, Salus standing r., feeding snake, S—C across field. RIC 975. Hill 382. Cohen 

Saal Attractive brown patina. Very fine plus. 

——, fourree denarius (2.93 gm.). Rome, A.D. 135, issue 23. HADRIANVS—AVG 
COS III, bare hd. of Hadrian r./VICTO—RIA AVG, Victory-Nemesis advancing r., 

drawing out fold of dress and holding inverted branch. RIC 282. BMC 757. Hill 
aw op An interesting contemporary imitation. Extremely fine. 

——, AN aureus (7.09 gm.). Rome, A.D. 138, issue commemorating Hadrian’s victories. 

HADRIANVS AVG COS III P P, bare hd. of Hadrian r./IOVI VICTORI, Jupiter 

seated |., holding Victory and sceptre. RIC 251. Hill 907. Cohen 863.Very fine plus. 

Antoninus Pius, A.D. 138-161, AR denarius (3.41 gm.). Rome, A.D. 144, issue 16. 

ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P COS III, laureate hd. of Antoninus Pius r./ 

ANNONA AVG, modius with grain ears and poppy. RIC 62a. Hill 583. Cohen 33. 
Scarce. Extremely fine. 

Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius, AR denarius (3.39 gm.). Rome, A.D. 141, 

issue 13. FAVSTINA AVGVSTA, draped bust of Faustina r./IVNONI REGINAE, 

Juno standing 1., holding patera and sceptre, peacock at feet. RIC 338. Hill 342. 
Cohen 215, Rare lifetime issue. Extremely fine. 

Marcus Aurelius, A.D. 161-180, AR denarius (3.56 gm.). Rome, December A.D. 
164-December A.D. 165. ANTONINVS AVG ARMENIACVS, laureate, draped and 

cuirassed bust of Marcus Aurelius r./P M TR P XIX IMP II COS III, Felicitas stand- 

ing l., holding caduceus and cornucopiae, globe at feet. RIC 133. BMC 360. 
Rare and interesting obverse bust. Extremely fine. 
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——, AR denarius (3.23 gm.). Rome, December A.D. 170-December A.D. 171, 

decennalian issue. IMP ANTONINVS—AVG TR P XXV, laureate hd. of Marcus 

Aurelius r./VOTA SOL—DECENN (around), COS III (in ex.), emperor, veiled and 

togate, sacrificing 1. over tripod, sacrificial bull at feet. RIC 248. Cohen 1031. 
Scarce. Very fine plus. 

——, A aureus (7.33 gm.). Rome, December A.D. 171-December A.D. 172. M 
ANTONINVS AVG TR P XXVI, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of Marcus 

Aurelius r./IMP VI COS III, Victory attaching shield inscribed VIC/GER to tree. 

RIC 256. Cohen 270. About extremely fine. 

Lucius Verus, A.D. 161-169, AR denarius (3.39 gm.). Rome, December A.D. 161- 

December A.D. 162. IMP L AVREL VERVS AVG, bare hd. of Lucius Verus r./ 
PROV—DEOR TR P II COS II, Providentia standing |., holding globe and cornu- 

copiae. RIC 482. Cohen 15S. Superb, 

Septimius Severus, A.D. 193-211, AR denarius (3.37 gm.). Rome, A.D. 210, second 
issue commemorating victories in Britain. SEVERVS PIVS AVG BRIT, laureate hd. 
of Septimius Severus r./VICTORIAE BRIT, Victory advancing r., holding wreath 

and palm. RIC 332. Hill 1137. Cohen 727. Scarce. Extremely fine. 

Julia Domna and Geta Caesar, wife and son of Septimius Severus, AR denarius (3.01 
gm.). Rome, A.D. 201. IVLIA—AVGVSTA, draped bust of Julia Domna r./P SEPT 

GETA-—CAES PONT, bare-headed, draped and cuirassed bust of Geta r. RIC 571. 
Hill 478. Cohen 1. Very rare. About extremely fine. 

Plautilla, wife of Caracalla, AR denarius (3.27 gm.). Rome, A.D. 204, issue 17. 

PLAVTILLA—AVGVSTA, draped bust of Plautilla r./.VENVS—VICTRIX, Venus 
standing 1|., holding apple and palm and resting |. elbow on shield, Cupid 1. at her 

feet. RIC 369. Hill 661. Cohen 25. Extremely fine. 

Maximinus I, A.D. 235-238, AR denarius (2.83 gm.). Rome, A.D. 238. MAXIMINVS 

PIVS AVG GERM, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of Maximinus r./P M TR P 
II1II~C—OS P P, emperor in military attire standing 1. between two standards, hold- 

ing spear. RIC 6. BMC 219. Cohen 70. Extremely fine. 

Gordian I Africanus, A.D. 238, AR denarius (3.11 gm.). Rome, March-April A.D. 
238. IMP M ANT GORDIANVS AFR AVG, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of 
Gordian I r./ROMAE AETERNAE, Roma seated 1. on shield, holding Victory and 

sceptre. RIC 4. BMC 8. Cohen 8. Very rare. Good extremely fine. 

Gordian II Africanus, A.D. 238, AR denarius (3.36 gm.). Rome, March-April A.D. 
238. IMP M ANT GORDIANVS AFR AVG, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of 
Gordian II r./VICTORIA AVGG, Victory advancing I|., holding wreath and palm. 
RIC 2. BMC 28. Cohen 12. Very rare. Superb. 

Balbinus, A.D. 238, AR denarius (2.88 gm.). Rome. IMP C D CAEL BALBINVS 
AVG, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of Balbinus r./VICT—ORIA AVGG, 

Victory standing |., holding wreath and palm. RIC 8. BMC 37. Cohen 27. 
Extremely fine plus. 

Gordian III, A.D. 238-244, AR denarius (3.23. gm.). Rome, A.D. 241-243. IMP 

GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of Gordian III 

r./LAETITIA AVG N, Laetitia standing 1., holding wreath and anchor. RIC 113. 

Cohen | 20. Extremely fine. 
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—, MN aureus (4.89 gm.). Rome, A.D. 242. IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, 

laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of Gordian III r./P M TR P IIII COS II P P, 
emperor standing r. in military attire, holding transverse spear and globe. RIC 105. 

Cohen 252. Rare. Fleur de coin. 

——, AE 31 mm. of Viminacium in Moesia Superior (20.13 gm.). A.D. 242-243. 
IMP GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of Gordian 
III] r./P M S C—OL VIM (around), AN IIII (in ex.), female figure (Moesia?) standing 

]., extending hands over bull and lion, emblems of the Seventh and Fourth Legions. 

BMC 12. Attractive green patina. About extremely fine. 

Otacilia Severa, wife of Philip I, AR antoninianus (3.98 gm.). Rome, A.D. 246-248. 
M:-OTACIL-SEVERA AVG, diademed and draped bust of Otacilia Severa r. on 

crescent/CONCORDIA AVGG, Concordia seated |., holding patera and double 

cornucopiae. RIC 119b. Cohen 9. Extremely fine. 

Trajan Decius, A.D. 249-251, AR antoninianus (4.78 gm.). Rome. IMP C M Q 

TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG, radiate, draped and cuirassed bust of Trajan Decius r./ 

ADVENTVS AVG, emperor on horseback |. RIC 11b. Cohen 4, Superb. 

Trebonianus Gallus, A.D. 251-253, AR antoninianus (3.29 gm.). Rome. IMP CAE C 

VIB TREB GALLVS AVG, radiate, draped and cuirassed bust of Trebonianus 
Gallus r./FELICIT—AS PVBLICA, Felicitas standing 1., holding cornucopiae and 

caduceus. RIC 33. Cohen 37. Extremely fine. 

Macrianus, A.D. 260-261, billon antoninianus (4.60 gm.). Antioch. IMP C FVL 

MACRIANVS P F AVG, radiate and cuirassed bust of Macrianus r./ROMAE AE 
TERNAE, Roma seated 1. on shield, holding Victory and spear, star in 1. field, two 

pellets in ex. RIC 11. Cohen 11. About extremely fine. 

Postumus, A.D. 260-269, billon antoninianus (3.74 gm.). Trier, series 1, phase 3. 

IMP C POSTVMVS:P F-AVG, radiate, draped and cuirassed bust of Postumus r./ 
LAETITIA (above), AVG (in ex.), galley 1. Elmer 130. RIC 73 variant. Cohen 167 

variant. Scarce. Very fine plus. 

Aurelian, A.D. 270-275, billon antoninianus (4.55 gm.). Serdica, postreform. IMP 
C AVRELIANVS AVG, radiate and cuirassed bust of Aurelian r./RESTITVT OR- 
BIS, female figure standing r., offering wreath to Aurelian standing 1|., star between, 

KA-I: in ex. RIC 288. Cohen 194. Silvering nearly intact. Extremely fine. 

Florianus, A.D. 276, billon antoninianus (3.96 gm.). Ticinum. IMP C M AN FLORI 

ANVS P AVG, radiate, draped and cuirassed bust of Florianus r./FELICITAS AVG, 

Felicitas standing 1. by altar, holding patera and caduceus, Q in ex. RIC 61. Cohen 

20. About extremely fine. 

Probus, A.D. 276-282, billon antoninianus (5.67 gm.). Ticinum, A.D. 279-280. 

IMP C M AVR PROBVS AVG CONS III, radiate bust of Probus |. in imperial 

mantle, holding eagle-tipped sceptre/PROVIDENT AVG, Providentia standing l., 

holding globe and transverse sceptre, Q in 1. field, SX XI in ex. RIC 493. Cohen 491. 
Rare. About extremely fine. 

——, billon antoninianus (3.49 gm.). Siscia. IMP C M AVR PROBVS P F AVG, 

radiate bust of Probus |. in imperial mantle, holding eagle-tipped sceptre/SOL~—1I 
I—~NVICTO, Sol in facing quadriga, holding whip, 4/X XI in ex. RIC 776 variant. 

Cohen 682. Extremely fine plus. 
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Numerian, A.D. 283-284, billon antoninianus (3.47 gm). Antioch. IMP C M AVR 

NVMERIANVS P F AVG, radiate, draped and cuirassed bust of Numerian r./ 

VIRTVS AV—GG, Numerian standing r., holding sceptre and receiving Victory on 

globe from Jupiter standing |., also holding sceptre, B between, X XI in ex. RIC 466. 
Cohen 108. Silvering nearly intact. About extremely fine. 

Magnia Urbica, wife of Carinus, billon antoninianus (3.62 gm.). Ticinum, A.D. 283- 

285. MAGNIA VRBICA AVG, diademed and draped bust of Magnia Urbica r. on 

crescent/VENVS VIC—TRIX, Venus standing |., holding sceptre and helmet and 

leaning on shield, T in 1. field, Sx XI in ex. RIC 347. Cohen 15. 

Rare. Extremely fine. 

Allectus, A.D. 293-296, billon antoninianus (3.46 gm.). London. IMP C ALLECTVS 

P F AVG, radiate and cuirassed bust of Allectus r./PA—X A-—VG, Pax standing l., 
holding olive branch and transverse sceptre, S—A across field, ML in ex. RIC 33. 

Found in the River Thames. Extremely fine. 

Constantine I the Great, as Caesar, A.D. 306-307, AE follis (6.08 gm.). Aquileia, 

late summer A.D. 307. CONSTANTINVS NOB CAES, laureate hd. of Constantine 

r./CONSERV—VRB SVAE, Roma enthroned facing in hexastyle temple, AQF in 
ex RIC iy. Scarce and interesting. Extremely fine. 

Anthemius, A.D. 467-472, WV solidus (4.43 gm.). Rome. D N ANTHE-—MIVS P F 
AVC, helmeted, draped and cuirassed bust of Anthemius facing, holding transverse 
spear behind hd./SALVS R—EI P—VBLICAE, coemperors in military attire stand- 
ing facing, together holding globus cruciger, RA between, COMOB in ex. Cohen 6. 
Ex Garrett and Vierordt collections. Very rare. Extremely fine. 

Philippicus, A.D. 711-713, A solidus (4.37 gm.). Constantinople, officina 7 (Z). 
Facing bust of Philippicus, wearing cross-circlet and loros, holding globus cruciger 

and eagle-tipped sceptre/Cross potent on three steps. Sear 1477. D.O. 1g. 
Rare. Fleur de coin. 
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Books 

A PRICE LIST OF NUMISMATIC LITERATURE 

TERMS OF SALE 

Retail customers are requested to send payment with their orders. To cover POSTAGE 
and INSURANCE in the U.S., please add $2.50 for the first title and $1.50 for each 

additional title ordered, CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS please add 64% sales tax. 

Retail customers in Canada, Mexico, South and Central America, and all other countries 

in Europe and the Far East, please add $3.90 for the first title and $2.50 for each ad- 
ditional title ordered. 

All clients will be billed for heavy, oversize or expensive books which cannot be covered 
by regular postage and insurance charges. Dealers will be invoiced, with payment due 

within thirty days after receipt of shipments. 

Sl 

S2 

B.A. SEABY NUMISMATIC PUBLICATIONS 

U.S. official distributor of B.A. Seaby Publications Limited 

NEW TITLES FROM B.A. SEABY 

J. Pearson Andrew, COINS AND INVESTMENT, A CONSUMER’S GUIDE (1986). 
176 pages, 20 illustrations, 5 appendices listing major coin auctions and dealers, 

current priced catalogues, coin magazines and suggested reading. This guide includes 

a brief introduction to the history of coins and collecting, outlines and examines 
the factors affecting market values, supply and demand, method of obtaining coins 
at auction, from dealers and private transactions. Also, analysis of past market 

performance, protecting and insuring coins, when and how to sell them, taking 
precautions against forgeries. Inflation, economic instability and fluctuations of 
the world money market have all contributed to the demand for alternative invest- 

ments. Collecting coins offers an opportunity to combine investment and profit 
with pleasure. Hardcover. 

Michael Dickinson, SEVENTEENTH CENTURY TOKENS OF THE BRITISH 
ISLES AND THEIR VALUES (1986). This revised new edition of the 19th century 
classical work by Williamson, has 288 pages, 60 line-drawings. 50 photographs, and 
includes all known tokens with updated values. Four plates of illustrations show 
major types and shapes of tokens, and three additional plates of line-drawings of 

City Companies’ arms are an invaluable guide to heraldry that is featured on the 

tokens. Indispensable for collectors, historians and archivists. Hardcover. 
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John Melville Jones, A DICTIONARY OF ANCIENT GREEK COINS (1986). 
Using the traditional A-Z approach, the author lists deities, denominations, subjects 

and topics that need explanation or clarification. With 256 pages, over 300 illustra- 
tions, and 5 tables of early alphabets, this major new reference work is a much 

needed tool for numismatists, collectors of Greek coins, museums and libraries. 

Hardcover. 

C.E. King, ROMAN SILVER COINS, ROMULUS AUGUSTUS, Volume V, (1986). 
With valuations by David R. Sear. This 5th and final volume in the Roman Silver 

Coins series, with 295 illustrations and a map, completes the comprehensive listing 
of coins from the introduction of the first didrachm, c. 280 B.C., to the accession 
of the first Byzantine emperor, Anastasius I in A.D. 491. The work commences with 
the reintroduction of high quality silver coinage in the closing years of the 3rd 
century A.D., covers the extensive issues of the second half of the 4th century, and 
ends with the fall of the Empire in the West (A.D. 476) and the death of Zeno in 
the East. The coverage of the 5th century issues is especially important as very 
little has been written and published on this final phase of the Roman Imperial 
coinage. Hardcover. 

Stephen Mitchell and Brian Reeds, STANDARD CATALOGUE OF BRITISH 
COINS, COINS OF ENGLAND AND THE UNITED KINGDOM (22nd edition, 
1987). 336 pages, 2,000 illustrations, this latest edition of Seaby’s authoritative 
guide to the British coin series, has updated values and is essential reference for 
collectors and dealers. Hardcover. 

Colin Narbeth, COLLECTING PAPER MONEY (1986). A comprehensive guide 

to collecting paper money from its origin in China to the present day. Practical 
advice is given on starting a collection, obtaining notes, judging condition, storing 
and write-ups, forgeries, art notes and modern world notes, and includes a biblio- 
graphy and suggested thematic approaches. 128 pages, 87 illustrations. Paper. 

Dr. Richard Reece, IDENTIFYING ROMAN COINS (1986). Illustrations by 
Simon James. A practical guide to the identification of site finds in Britain. 48 
pages, 166 illustrations throughout which provide an excellent means of recog- 
nizing the more common issues from the first to the fouth century A.D., and 
outlines the issues, mints, and other points to look for. This volume is especially 
helpful for the new collector. Hardcover. 

DUE IN FEBRUARY 1987 

David R. Sear, BYZANTINE COINS AND THEIR VALUES (1986). The new 
edition of this most important reference and guide, is a comprehensive revision of 
the original 1974 publication. It includes several new features, and attempts to 

incorporate all the newly discovered types and varieties published over the past 
decade, and two valuations are now given for each entry — VF and EF in the case 

of precious metals, F and VF for billon and bronze. The noted Byzantinist Simon 
Bendall, has entirely rewritten the post-1204 section of the catalogue, a period of 
which he has an incomparable knowledge; and Michael O’Hara has contributed an 

invaluable appendix on modern forgeries of Byzantine gold coins. Collectors should 
find this authoritative single volume an indispensable guide to the complexities of 

the Byzantine coinage. Hardcover. 
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ARCHAEOLOGY (JOURNALS). A fascinating series of well written articles on 
important finds, with excellent illustrations. 

1971, Volume 24, Numbers 1-4 1976, Volume 29, Numbers 1-4 

1972, Volume 25, Numbers 1, 3, & 5 1977, Volume 30, Numbers 1-4 

1973, Volume 26, Numbers 1-4 1978, Volume 31, Numbers 2, 3, & 4 

1974, Volume 27, Numbers 1-4 1979, Volume 32, Numbers 1-6 

1975, Volume 28. Numbers 1-4 1980, Volume 33, Numbers 1 & 2 

30 issues 

Harlan J. Berk, ROMAN GOLD COINS OF THE MEDIEVAL WORLD 383- 
1453 A.D. (illinois, 1986). 74 pages cataloguing over 360 Byzantine coins, all 
illustrated adjacent to the descriptions and attributions, 13 plates of enlargements, 

bibliography, table of financial meters, grading and abbreviations. A very useful 

and attractive book, nicely produced and bound. Hardcover. 

British Museum Publication, MONEY, FROM COWRIE ‘SHELLS TO CREDIT 
CARDS, edited by Joe Cribbs (1986). Originally conceived as a catalogue for the 

Museum’s major exhibition, ““MONEY’’, this book really provides an account of all 
aspects of money from the earliest coinage to current credit cards. It reminds us 
that coins and banknotes were not the only means of exchange, and beautifully 

illustrates world-wide monies from ancient Greece to modern China with photo- 
graphs, drawings, paintings of minting scenes and manufacturers. 192 pages, on the 

origin, function, development, uses and abuses of money, as well as forgeries, 
means of production at different stages, material used, indices of names and places 
and recommended reading. A wonderful production. Cardcover. 

The British Numismatic Society, STUDIES ON COINAGE OF CARAUSIUS 
AND ALLECTUS (London, 1985). A compilation of papers presented at a collo- 
quim and printed in the British Museum Journal 54 (1984), 1-50. The articles are: 

C.E. King, THE UNMARKED COINS OF CARAUSIUS 
Andrew Burnett and John Casey, A CARAUSIAN HOARD FROM 

CROYDON, SURREY AND A NOTE ON CARAUSIUS’ 
CONTINENTAL POSSESSIONS 

Andrew Burnett, THE COINAGE OF ALLECTUS: CHRONOLOGY 
AND INTERPRETATION 

Roger Bland, A HOARD OF CARAUSIUS AND ALLECTUS FROM 
BURTON LATIMER 

45 pages of articles and coin catalogue, plus 15 plates. Cardcover. 

J.V. Bury, A SUPPLEMENT TO THE HISTORY OF THE LATER ROMAN 

EMPIRE (976-1057 A.D.). A supplement containing: THE EMPERORS FROM 
BASIL II TO ISAAC KOMNENOS A.D. 976-1057, and other essays on Byzantine 

history with an appendix on: THE PATRIARCHS OF CONSTANTINOPLE, by 

C.V. Cobham (Chicago, 1974). 106 pages, causes of the survival of the Roman 

Empire in the East, an introductory survey of Byzantine history and the Consti- 

tution of the Later Roman Empire. Also a preface, introduction and tables on the 

last section. Paper. 
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P.J. Casey, UNDERSTANDING ANCIENT COINS, AN INTRODUCTION FOR 
ARCHAEOLOGISTS AND HISTORIANS (Oklahoma, 1986). 160 pages, refer- 

ences, notes, bibliography, index, maps, graphs, coin hoards, and nine plates of 

coins adjacent to descriptions. Also included are chapters on the nature, icono- 

graphy, historical record, publications on site finds, economic history, scientific 

aspects of coin studies and the recording of coins. Hardcover. 

THE ELDER COLLECTION OF COINS OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT. Six 

unbound plates, measuring 13% X 15% inches, illustrating a selection of 300 

silver coins (from a group of 2,000 brought to America) of Alexander the Great. 

Over 18,000 coins were found in 1908 in Denenhour, near Alexandria, Egypt, 400 

of which were coins of the Ptolemaic kings. 

Each plate has 100 coin illustrations on a black background, with three plates of 

coin obverses and three corresponding plates of reverses. Plate I provides a brief 
‘Description of General Types’ below the illustrations, and Plate III gives an exten- 
sive list of mint-marks found in the collection. There is some discoloration on the 
white borders but the plates are otherwise in excellent condition. Heavy paper. 

L. Forrer, THE WEBER COLLECTION, VOLUME I: ITALY AND SICILY, 
GREEK COINS, AURIOL FIND CLASS, HISPANIA, GALLIA, BRITANNIA 
(reprint, New York, 1975). A descriptive 376 page catalogue of the important 
collection of Sir Hermann Weber, M.D., 1823-1918, which provides attributions, 

weights, sizes, metals, inscriptions and denominations, 69 plates illustrating almost 
1,800 coins. The introduction in this first volume features a brief and fascinating 

biography of Sir Weber, taken from his notes while practising medicine and forming 

this excellent collection. Hardcover. 

Hans H. Gilljlam, ANTONINIANI UND AUREI DES ULPIUS CORNELIUS 
LAELIANUS GEGENKAISER DES POSTUMUS (Germany, 1982). 73 pages, 
14 plates illustrating over 250 coins, extensive bibliography, references, concor- 

dances, charts of die-links. Hardcover. 

Robert Goebl, SYSTEM UND CHRONOLOGIE DER MUENZPRAEGUNG DES 

KUSHANREICHES (1984). 94 page text, 178 pilates, 40 tables of drawings and 

inscriptions done in calligraphy, chronology and dynastic charts, fold-out map, 

references, provenances, bibliography, abbreviations and list of plates. 12 X 16% 

inches. Cloth. 

Dr. Jur. E.J. Haeberlin, AES GRAVE, DAS SCHWERGELD ROMS UND MITTEL- 
ITALIENS (Reprint, Italy, 1976). In recent years there has been a marked increase 
of this bronze coinage appearing in major ancient coin auctions throughout the 

world. This title remains the most comprehensive standard reference for the Aes 

series, as noted in auction catalogues and other publications. Hardcover. 

Volume I: 281 pages, German text, 1 plate, table of contents, 

list source of coins from public and private collections 
and numismatic dealers, with extensive reference notes. 

13% X 9% inches. 
Volume II: Hardcover folder, approximately 19% X 13% inches, 103 

loose-leaf plates illustrating 2,953 coins, virtually every 

type of aes grave known. 
Please add $5.00 postage and insurance in the U.S., and $10.00 for overseas ship- 

ments. Two volume set 
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Thomas Hope, COSTUMES OF THE GREEKS AND ROMANS (1962 reprint, 
New York). Two volumes in one. Introduction to the costumes of the Ancients, 

Egyptians and Asiatics (xlviii pages, 300 plates, over 700 illustrations. Cardcover. 

Dr. Severin Icard, DICTIONARY OF GREEK COIN INSCRIPTIONS (reprint, 

Chicago, 1968). This is copy number 154 of the limited edition of 450 in America. 

563 pages, abbreviations, indices, tables of Greek and Roman alphabets, this vol- 
ume makes identification possible because even partial and single letter inscriptions 

are included, as well as those which are complete. The system devised by the author 
of alphabetizing all inscriptions, letter by letter, is very helpful, and a complete 
explanation in English is given on the use of the dictionary. Hardcover. 

Brooks Emmons Levy and Pierre C.V. Bastien, ROMAN COINS IN THE PRINCE- 
TON UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, I: REPUBLIC TO COMMODUS (Belgium, 1985). 
162 pages cataloguing 1,873 coins, plus 26 modern forgeries. This nicely pro- 

duced cloth-covered book provides a list of donors, and concordance of catalogue 

and accession numbers. Included also are 28 plates illustrating all of the coins, 
bibliography, abbreviations and indices of: 

1. MINT OF ROME (AND BRANCH MINTS). 
2. MINTING CITIES AND REGIONS (EXEPT ROME). 
3. MAGISTRATES’ NAMES, LATIN (REPUBLICAN), COINAGES OF 

STATE, REGIONAL AND CIVIC ISSUES. 
4. MAGISTRATES’ NAMES, LATIN (IMPERIAL), COINAGES OF 

STATE, REGIONAL AND CIVIC ISSUES. 
5. EMPERORS AND THEIR RELATIVES: COINAGES OF STATE, 

REGIONAL AND CIVIC ISSUES. 
6. KINGS AND DYNASTS. 
7. MAGISTRATES’ NAMES, GREEK (IMPERIAL). 

H.P. L’Orange, APOTHESIS IN ANCIENT PORTRAITURE (reprint, New York, 
1982). A study of the figures of Alexander, the Hellenistic savior-type and the 

Imperial savior-type as they evolved up until late antiquity. 156 pages, 97 illu- 

strations of coins, marble statues, bronzes, paintings, and in other media. Hardcover. 

Grace H. Macurdy, HELLENISTIC QUEENS, A STUDY OF WOMAN-POWER IN 
MACEDONIA, SELEUCID SYRIA AND PTOLEMAIC EGYPT (reprint, Chicago, 
1985). 250 pages, 9 plates of antiquities and coins, introduction, epilogue, note on 

the Battle of Actium, bibliography and index. The four chapters are on: 

I. QUEENSHIP IN MACEDONIA, EARLY MACEDONIAN ROYAL 
WOMEN 

IL THE SELEUCID QUEENS 
III. PTOLEMAIC QUEENS 
IV. CLEOPATRA SELENE OF MAURETANIA, DAUGHTER OF 

CLEOPATRA THE GREAT 

Paper. 

Ya’akov Meshorer, CITY-COINS OF ERETZ-ISRAEL AND THE DECAPOLIS IN 
THE ROMAN PERIOD (Jerusalem, 1985). 123 pages, introduction, map of Israel, 
a mosaic map of Eretz-Israel of the Byzantine period found at Madaba, catalogue 
of coins, the collections, indices according to coin numbers, select bibliography. 
The contents are divided into, ‘The Coastal Cities’, ‘The Inland Cities’, and ‘The 
Cities of Transjordan’, and each city is illustrated with coins, figures, drawings 

and photographs. A very useful new work and nicely presented. Hardcover. 
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NY CARLSBERG GLYPTOTEK, Volume 37 (Copenhagen, 1981). 104 pages, 
12 Egyptian sculptures, 17 Greek vases, 12 marble statues, and 24 portraits of 

Julius Caesar and Caligula on coins, cameos and marble busts. Volume 39, (1983). 

104 pages, S Egyptian sandstone carvings, 21 Phoenician and Cypriot heads, busts, 

statues, and reliefs in stone and terracota, 16 bronze vessels, 20 Roman busts and 

18 paintings of the Capri coastline. Included are references, bibliography, attribu- 

tions, provenances and resumes, translations and summaries in English. Cardcover. 

Two volumes 

NY CARLSBERG GLYPTOTEK, ROMERSKE M@QNTER I AF P. HQEG 

ALBERTHSEN (Copenhagen, 1982). 336 pages, Danish text, 219 Roman coins 
catalogued and nicely illustrated, bibliography and a comprehensive reference of 

standard works for each coin in index form. Cardcover. 

H.J. Plenderleith and A.E.A. Werner, THE CONSERVATION OF ANTIQUITIES 
AND WORKS OF ART, Treatment, Repair and Restoration (Oxford, 2nd. ed., 
1979). 394 pages, 38 plates, index, list of suppliers of materials, references. Based 

on 40 years of experience, the authors provide information on the nature of mater- 

ials found in museums, libraries, archives and picture galleries, and the causes of 

deterioration, methods of preservation, repair and restoration, based on scientific 
knowledge and specialized craftsmanship, on organic materials, metals (coins), 

stone, ceramics and glass. Hardcover. 

Major F. Pridmore, COINS AND COINAGE OF THE STRAITS SETTLEMENTS 
AND BRITISH MALAYA 1786 to 1951, INCLUDING TOKENS ISSUED BY THE 

MERCHANTS OF SINGAPORE 1828-1853 (London, 1968). 266 pages, 11 plates 

of coins and currency notes, plus a compilation of important letters, extracts, tables 
and bibliography. A narrative compendium of various monies of Penang, the 

Straits Settlements of the Crown Colonies of Queen Victoria, King Edward VII and 

King George, and of Malaya and token coinage. Hardcover. 

D. Sellwood, P. Whitting and R. Williams, AN INTRODUCTION TO SASANIAN 
COINS (London, 1985). 178 page text and catalogue done in calligraphy, 16 plates, 

genealogy of the Sasanian dynasty, regnal list, denominations, minting, symbolism, 

dating, variations, forgeries and counterfeits, bibliography and values. Hardcover. 

Scott A. Travers, RARE COIN INVESTMENT STRATEGY (New York, reprint, 

1983). 136 pages, charts, graphs and illustrations, appendix, forward by Howard 
Ruff. Primarily geared to U.S., Canadian and world gold coins and how to amass a 

fortune with coins, understanding the market and its cycles, price performance, 
how,when and where to buy coins, altered and counterfeit coins, estate planning, 

government regulations and taxes, and the future of investment in coinage. Hard- 

cover. 

Scott A. Travers, THE COIN COLLECTOR’S SURVIVAL MANUAL (New York, 
1984). 198 pages, illustrations throughout, introduction, glossary, index, value 

charts for U.S., Canadian and World gold coins. A ‘how to’ book on how to look at 
coins, the grading system, detecting forgeries, buying and selling, coventions, and 

preserving and protecting your coins. Hardcover. 
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fs to n Stephen Williams, DIOCLETIAN AND THE ROMAN RECOVERY (New York, 
1985). 257 pages, a few maps and illustrations, appendices of Diocletian’s provin- 

cial reorganization, his edict on maximum prices, of Roman emperors from Marcus 
Aurelius to Theodosius, their manner of elevations and of their deaths, biographi- 
cal notes, bibliography, references and index. An historical narrative of Diocletian 
and his fellow-emperors, the problems they faced, interlocking solutions evolved, 

and long term results. Written for those interested in the great struggles of power 

and ideas at the end of antiquity. Hardcover. 

LE MONDE GREC, Denoyer-Geppert map No. 21403. This four-color map of the 

Greek World, is 48 X 40 inches, clothbacked paper, with wood rods top and bot- 
tom, a loop for hanging and ribbon ties for fastening when rolled up. The map 

covers the entire Mediterranean area, from the Spanish and French borders, all 

of Italy, Greece and the Islands, the Black Sea, and the cities and ports around 

the Eastern Mediterranean. 
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NOW ACCEPTING 

CONSIGNMENTS 
MARCH 1987 

BEVERLY HILLS AUCTION 

NFA Auction XVI 
cepa ISLANDS, THASOS 

380 B.C., gold hemidrachm 
eet $10,000 Price Realized: $18,000 

ACCEPTING FINE QUALITY GREEK, ROMAN AND 

BYZANTINE COINS 

— SINGLE COINS and COLLECTIONS — 

Early consignments will receive 
preferred attention and prompt confirmation 

¢¢¢ 

SANTA BARBARA MUSEUM (1975) 
BOSTON MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS (1980) 
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